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A MESSAGE FROM ERNIE CRIST 

The "Terrorist" attack in London today.

AS YE SOW SO SHALL YE REAP - OR, PEACE BROTHER, PEACE.

I feel sorry for the innocent victims in London. I could say we told you
so. 

But did you know that Americans, fighting against the British during the
American War of Independence, were called rebels by the British which is
worse than being called a terrorist. The BRITISH King was totally
opposed to them. Indeed he went so far as to be upset. Did you also know
that the Vietnamese were called terrorists by the French and after that
by the Americans as they were escorting the Americans out of their
country. The Algerians too were called terrible names when they fought
against the French  during the French occupation. 

Did you also know that the French fighting against the Germans during WW
II, were called terrorists by the Germans as were the Russians fighting
for their country as were the Poles, the Greeks and, in fact, anybody
who ever fought against the Nazis and against foreign and unwanted
occupation? The same was true when my ancestors told Napoleon that he
was not welcome in Tyrol and that he should go home?  He did not want to
go so the Tyrolean escorted his army out of the country, give or take a
few dead bodies - some people are just so stubborn. 

Some people are so utterly determined not to learn the lessons of
history it makes me wonder whether they have neurons in their heads or
pin balls and yet history lesson number one is don't tell other people
how  to run their country and don't bribe their leaders for oil, gold,
or anything else that glitters for you will surely come to grief. The
problem is that America's reactionaries have a real credibility problem.
Their  CIA overthrew just too many democratically elected governments to
make room for government more to the liking of corporations to be taken
seriously. 

What happened in London today is but one more dimension of a conflict
which will end most assuredly in the defeat of the corporate objective
which is control of the Middle East as outlined by think tank president
Zbigniew Brzezinski in his "Great Chess Board".  The trick in
interpreting historic events correctly is to know in what direction
history is moving at any given time and why.  .  

You can take it from me the "terrorists' will win. It is just a question
of time. Hopefully and for the sake of the lives of innocent people that
occupying the Middle East is a losing cause  and the smart thing to do
is to get out. I sincerely hope that Canada will not come to the aid of
fools, including those in Whitehall. This is not WW II. It is not a
fight against Hitler and Tony Blair is not in Iraq for freedom's sake,
no more than is Bush.  On the other hand, there are very few examples
where reason prevailed, before a great deal off blood was spilled.

However,  it is always good to remember that, as long as Homo Sapiens
cherishes freedom as he sees freedom not as the oil companies see it, it
is out and out risky to trespass and sell snake oil regardless of what
label it comes under. We must always remember that Islam is totally
committed  while Bush and his friends are merely fighting for oil. Ask
yourself this question. How many Americans are volunteering to be blown
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up for the sake of "IN OIL WE TRUST".

Ernie Crist 
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